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Auto Impact Tool and Automatic Impact Tool
Lighten your load on those service calls to the wiring closet.
Key Features

FT860A:
Stores built-in hook and
spudger blades in the handle.
Contains spare-blade
storage area.
Works as either flat or
Phillips-head screwdriver.
Works with 66-type
blocks.
FT360:
A variety of
interchangeable blades.
Terminates and cuts in
one motion.
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Auto Impact Tool
he Auto Impact Tool
features both a built-in
hook and a spudger that fit
into the slots on the handle.
The hook can be used for
tracing wires from a bunch or
picking one wire from a block.
The spudger tool removes
modules from Krone blocks
without cutting or damaging
them.
A spare-blade storage area
is built into the end of the
handle to store your Krone,
BIX, and woodscrew starter
blades. You can keep your
most frequently used blade in
the ready-to-use position and
an alternate in the storage
area. Change the flat
screwdriver blade into a
Phillips-head by adding an
extra blade.
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Automatic Impact Tool
his tool is almost the same
as the Auto Impact Tool
except that it is more versatile.
It has a wider variety of
interchangeable blades, and it
can terminate and cut in one
motion, which saves you time
and money.
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The Deluxe Blade Kit is
compatible only with the
Automatic Impact Tool. It
contains Type 66, Type 110,

Krone, Bix, QCP and 3M
System D-type blades.

For these and other components...
Call our expert Technical Support Staff for all your Tool needs.
They’ll help you find the best equipment for your application.

Ordering Information
This information will help you place your order quickly.
PRODUCT NAME

ORDER CODE

Auto Impact Tool.............................................................FT860A
with Screwdriver Blade ...............................................FT861
Screwdriver Blade ..............................................................FT862
Adapter Blade .....................................................................FT863
Automatic Impact Tool......................................................FT360
Tool and Type 66 Blades ..............................................FT361
Tool and Type 110 Blades.............................................FT362
Blades For Automatic Impact Tool
Type 66............................................................................FT363
Type 110 ..........................................................................FT364
Type Krone.....................................................................FT365
Type Bix ..........................................................................FT366
Deluxe Blade Kit .....................................................FT367-R2
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